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Abstract. The “Three Squares Lemma” [Crochemore & Rytter, 1995]
famously explored the consequences of supposing that three squares oc-
cur at the same position in a string; essentially it showed that this phe-
nomenon could not occur unless the longest of the three squares was at
least the sum of the lengths of the other two. More recently, several pa-
pers [Fan et al., 2006; Simpson, 2007; Kopylova & Smyth, 2012; Franek
et al., 2012] have greatly extended this result to a “New Periodicity
Lemma” (NPL) by supposing that only two of the squares occur at the
same position, with a third occurring in a neighbourhood to the right —
in these cases also, similar restrictions apply. In this paper an alterna-
tive strategy is proposed: the consequences of having only two squares at
neighbouring positions are carefully analyzed, and then the observation is
made that the analysis applies in a straightforward way (though perhaps
with complicated details) to the three neighbouring squares problem in
its full generality. We then apply these new insights, ﬁrst to proofs of the
ﬁnal two remaining unproved subcases (out of a total of 14) of the NPL
[Fan et al., 2012], then to an instance of the more general problem.
Keywords: string, word, overlapping squares, repetition, run, maximal pe-
riodicity.
1 Introduction
Beginning with the “Three Squares Lemma” of Crochemore & Rytter [9], there
has for several years been considerable interest in the limitations that may exist
on periodicity in strings. An early survey of this topic by Mignosi & Restivo, with
useful suggestions for future research directions, appears as Chapter 8 in [22]. In
[9] it was shown that three squares could exist at the same position in a string
only if the longest of the three was at least the sum of the lengths of the other
two. Over the last decade, a sequence of papers [10, 30, 21, 13] greatly generalized
this result and also made it more precise by considering two squares u2 and v2
at the same position, with however the third square w2 oﬀset a distance k ě 0
to the right. First stated and proved as the “New Periodicity Lemma” (NPL)
in [10], the main theorem has since been made more speciﬁc, with 12 of 14
subcases proved [30, 21, 13] — a main achievement of this paper is to establish
the two that remain. Thus the assumption that three neighbouring squares of
well-deﬁned size exist within these well-deﬁned bounds has been shown to lead
to the conclusion that locally the string breaks down into repetitions of small
period. In this paper we begin by proving a lemma that deals in a precise way
with just two overlapping squares; we then apply this result to complete the proof
of the ﬁnal two cases of the NPL. We are as a consequence able to characterize
the general case of three overlapping squares — no two constrained to begin
at the same position — and therefore we can make a start on considering the
combinatorial consequences.
Interest has been added to this research by a parallel development over the
last dozen years or so: the attempt to specify sharp bounds on the number of
maximal periodicities (“runs”) that can occur in any string of given length n.
Kolpakov & Kucherov [19] showed that the maximum number of runs (usu-
ally denoted ρpnq) was linear in n, and moreover they described a linear-time
algorithm to compute all the runs in any given string; but their proof was non-
constructive — the maximum number of runs was shown to be Θpnq but no
constant of proportionality was speciﬁed. As brieﬂy described in Section 2, the
resulting research has led to the conclusion that ρpnq is at least 0.9445757n [31,
20] and no more than n´1 [2] — in other words, more or less the string length
n. What links these two streams of research is a simple observation:
If the maximum number of runs over all strings of length n is itself
approximately n, then on average there will be about one run starting
at each position. Thus, if two runs start at some position, there must
be some other position, probably nearby, at which no run can start —
“probably nearby” because the interference of overlapping squares typ-
ically precludes periodic behaviour at one or more positions within the
range of the double periodicity. More generally, determining combina-
torial constraints on the occurrence of overlapping squares (runs) may
lead to a better characterization of ρpnq.
There is a third avenue of research that relates closely to overlapping squares:
the computation of all the runs/repetitions in a given string. At present the
only way that this can be done is a form of brute force: global data structures
(suﬃx array, longest common preﬁx array, Lempel-Ziv decomposition) need to be
computed in an extended preprocessing phase, when of course runs are generally
a local phenomenon. Moreover, it has been shown [26] that the expected number
of runs in a string is much less than string length: runs generally occur sparsely.
A global approach is necessitated by the absence of a detailed understanding of
the combinatorics of overlapping occurrences of runs in strings.
In Section 2 terminology, notation and the relevant background are reviewed;
Section 3 shows how to express the general case of three overlapping squares,
making use of a careful analysis of two overlapping squares; Section 4 makes use
of the new result to prove the two remaining subcases (3 & 7) of the NPL; then
in Section 5 a further application to the general case of three overlapping squares
is proved; ﬁnally, in Section 6 we brieﬂy discuss future research directions.
2 Preliminaries
(Usage generally follows [32].) A string is a ﬁnite sequence of symbols (letters)
drawn from some ﬁnite or inﬁnite set Σ called the alphabet. The alphabet size
is σ “ |Σ|. We write a string x in mathbold, and we represent it as an array
xr1..ns for some n ě 0. We call n “ x the length of x. For x “ 0, x “ ε, the
empty string.
If x “ uvw, then u is said to be a preﬁx, v a substring (or factor) and
w a suﬃx of x. If x “ uv, 0 ď u ă x, then vu is said to be the uth rotation
of x, written Rupxq. If x “ uv “ wu for u ă x, then u is a border of x, and
x has period p “ x´u; that is, for every i P 1..u, xris “ xri`ps. The string
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
x “ a b a a b a b a a b (1)
has borders abaab and ab, hence corresponding periods 5 and 8, respectively.
If v “ xri..js has period p, where v{p ě 2, and if neither xri´1..js nor
xri..j`1s (whenever these are deﬁned) has period p, then the range i..j in x
is said to be a maximal periodicity or run in x [23]. A run is identiﬁed
by a 4-tuple pi, p, e, tq, where we choose p to be the minimum period of v,
e “ tv{pu ě 2 is its exponent, and t “ v mod p P 0..p´1 is its tail. Then
j “ i`pe`pt´1q. The string (1) has ﬁve runs
p1, 3, 2, 0q, p1, 5, 2, 0q, p3, 1, 2, 0q, p4, 2, 2, 1q, p8, 1, 2, 0q
corresponding to pabaq2, pabaabq2, a2, pabq2a, a2, respectively.
Every run in x determines t`1 repetitions,
pi, p, eq, pi`1, p, eq, . . . , pi`t, p, eq,
where pi1, p, eq, i ď i1 ď i`t, identiﬁes the substring
xri1..i1`pe´1s “ xri1..i1`p´1se.
Thus every repetition in x is a subrange of exactly one run in x. For example,
(1) has six repetitions
p1, 3, 2q, p1, 5, 2q, p3, 1, 2q, p4, 2, 2q, p5, 2, 2q, p8, 1, 2q
corresponding to pabaq2, pabaabq2, a2, pabq2, pbaq2, a2, respectively. Where no am-
biguity arises, we will generally refer to runs and repetitions as substrings (for
example, pabaq2, pabq2a) rather than as ranges in x (1..6, 4..8). If e “ 2, we say
that the repetition is a square. We say that a square u2 is irreducible if u is
not itself a repetition, regular if u has no square preﬁx.
There were three classical algorithms proposed [5, 1, 24] for computing all the
repetitions in a string of length n, each executing in Opn log nq time, asymptot-
ically optimal since the Fibonacci string fk, deﬁned by
f0 “ b,f1 “ a; k ě 2 ùñ fk “ fk´1fk´2,
contains Opfk log fkq repetitions [5, 18, 12]. In [23] Main proposed an algorithm
to compute all the “leftmost” runs, extended by Kolpakov & Kucherov in [19]
to compute all runs. As mentioned in Section 1, this approach makes extensive
use of preprocessing, but still executes in linear time, based on a complex proof
that the maximum number ρpnq of runs in any string of length n satisﬁes
ρpnq ď K1n´K2?n log2 n (2)
for some universal positive constants K1 and K2. Even though [19] provided
computational evidence (up to n “ 60) that ρpnq ď n, the method of proof
allowed no bounds to be placed on K1 and K2. Over the last decade, the bound-
ing of ρpnq{n has become a growth industry, leading to a lower bound 0.9445757
[15, 14, 25, 31, 20] and an asymptotic upper bound 1.029 [28, 27, 6, 16, 17, 7, 8], the
latter result achieved using three years of CPU time on a supercomputer [29].
Very recently, Bannai et al. [2] have published a remarkably simple proof, using
Lyndon words, that in fact ρpnq{n ă 1 for all n. Meanwhile, more eﬃcient and
truly linear (independent of alphabet size σ) algorithms for computing runs have
been proposed — for example, [3, 4] — but still with heavy preprocessing and
the same general approach. Since, as noted in Section 1, runs are expected to be
sparse in strings, even for small σ [26], a heavy-handed global approach seems
inappropriate.
A parallel approach has sought to ﬁnd a combinatorial basis for estimating
the maximum number of runs in a string, speciﬁcally by considering the con-
sequences of assuming that two squares occur at the same position in a string,
with a third nearby, somewhat to the right. This generalizes the “Three Squares
Lemma” [9] that considers three squares at the same position in the string:
Lemma 1. Suppose u2 is irreducible, and suppose v ‰ uj for any j ě 1. If u2
is a preﬁx of v2, in turn a proper preﬁx of w2, then w ě u`v.
Here is the original NPL, as stated and proved in [10]:
Lemma 2. If x has regular preﬁx u2 and irreducible preﬁx v2, u ă v ă 2u,
then for every k P 0..v´u´1 and every w P v´u`1..v´1, w ‰ u, xrk`1..k`2ws
is not a square.
The proof required consideration of 14 subcases based on the magnitudes of
k and w (see Table 1), each of which led to a proof by contradiction of the
regularity of u. Figure 1 shows two of these subcases.
u1 u2 u1 u1
ﬀ u
ﬀ v
k wp1q wp2q
Fig. 1. Subcases 1 & 2 of Lemma 2
Subsequent work has split the range u ă v ă 2u into two sections pu, 3u{2s
and p3u{2, 2uq, while eliminating the regularity condition altogether, as we now
describe.
In [21] it was shown that for u ă v ď 3u{2, the requirement that x “ v2
with preﬁx u2 necessitates
x “ t1mt2t1m`1t2t1, (3)
where t1 “ v´u, t2 “ u mod t1, m “ tu{t1u ě 2 and t2 is a proper preﬁx of t1.
It was shown further that, except for m`5 precisely identiﬁed runs that always
occur in x, there could be no other runs of period greater than t1. Thus for
u ă v ď 3u{2, the structure of x is well deﬁned, even without reference to w.
Table 1. The 14 subcases identiﬁed in [10], slightly modiﬁed, for three neighbouring
squares u, v, w (with v´u ă w ă v, w ‰ u, 0 ď k ă v´u).
Subcase Special
S k k`w k`2w Conditions
1 0 ď k ď u1 k`w ď u k`2w ď u`u1 k ě u2
2 0 ď k ď u1 k`w ď u k`2w ď u`u1 k ă u2
3 0 ď k ď u1 k`w ď u k`2w ą u`u1 —
4 0 ď k ď u1 u ă k`w ď u`u1 — —
5 0 ď k ď u1 u`u1 ă k`w ď v — —
6 0 ď k ď u1 v ă k`w ă 2u — —
7 u1 ă k ă u1`u2 k`w ď u`u1 k`2w ď 2u —
8 u1 ă k ă u1`u2 k`w ď u`u1 k`2w ą 2u —
9 u1 ă k ă u1`u2 u`u1 ă k`w ď v — w ă u
10 u1 ă k ă u1`u2 k`w ď v k`2w ď u`v w ą u
11 u1 ă k ă u1`u2 k`w ď v u`v ă k`2w ď 2v´u2 —
12 u1 ă k ă u1`u2 k`w ď v 2v´u2 ă k`2w —
13 u1 ă k ă u1`u2 v ă k`w ď 2u — —
14 u1 ă k ă u1`u2 2u ă k`w ă 2u`u2´1 — —
On the other hand, for 3u{2 ă v ă 2u, there is a diﬀerent breakdown
x “ u1u2u1u1u2u1u2u1u1u2, (4)
where u “ u1u2u1, v “ u1u2u1u1u2 and u1 “ 2u´v, u2 “ 2v´3u. Note that
setting t1 “ u1u2, t2 “ u1 converts the form (4) into (3), but with m ă 2. For
Table 2. Structure of x for subcases S P 1..14: σ is the largest alphabet size consistent
with u, v, k, w [13]; d, d1 and d3 are preﬁxes of x with d “ gcdpu, v, wq, d1 “ gcdpu´
w, v´uq, d2 “ gcdpu, v´wq, d3 “ v mod d2.
Subcases S Conditions Breakdown of x
1, 2, 5, 6, 8–10 p@x, σ “ d) x “ dx{d
3, 4, 7 p@xq x “ d1u{d1d1v{d1d1pv´ uq{d1
speciﬁed cases x “ dx{d
11–14 σ “ d or d2 ď 2u´v x “ dx{d
otherwise x “ `pd3d2{d3qv{d2˘2
this case, after much experimental and theoretical work [30, 21, 13], the revised
NPL can be stated as follows:
Lemma 3. Suppose that a string x has preﬁxes u2 and v2, 3u{2 ă v ă 2u,
and suppose further that a third square w2 occurs at position k`1 of x, where
v´u ă w ă v, w ‰ u, and 0 ď k ă v´u. Then for each of the 14 subcases S
identiﬁed in Table 1, the corresponding structure of x is given in Table 2.
In other words, x breaks down into repetitions of small period — essentially, the
postulate of three such squares cannot be satisﬁed. Twelve of the 14 subcases
have been proved [30, 21, 13]; in this paper we prove the remaining two, subcases
3 and 7.
We believe moreover that further generalization is of interest: what happens
when the three squares u2,v2,w2 are merely constrained to be “neighbouring”,
without the requirement that u2 and v2 occur at the same position? What is
an appropriate formulation of such a problem? What relative values of k, u, v, w
are of combinatorial interest?
In this paper we begin to answer these questions by ﬁrst considering only
two overlapping squares in some detail, then making the observation that three
overlapping squares can always be thought of as two sets of two overlapping
squares. In Section 3 a general lemma for two squares is stated and proved, a
result used to establish subcases 3 and 7 in Section 4. As a further application, a
“sample” three squares lemma is proved in Section 5. Section 6 brieﬂy discusses
future work.
We conclude this section by stating results that will be useful in what follows:
Lemma 4. (“The Periodicity Lemma” [11]) Let p and q be two periods of
x “ xr1..ns, and let d “ gcdpp, qq. If p`q ď n`d, then d is also a period of x.
Lemma 5. (Corollary to Lemma 4.) If x “ uvw, where uv and vw have
period p ď v, then x has period p.
Lemma 6. ([22], Lemma 8.1.3) If a string x of period p has a substring u,
u ě p, of period q, where q | p, then x has period q.
Lemma 7. ([21], Lemma 8) Suppose both x and Rvpxq, 0 ă v ă x, have
period u, and let  “ x mod u ą 0 and r “ tx{uu. Let xv denote Rvpxq, and let
d “ gcdpu, q. Then
(a) if r “ 1 and v ě , xv´r1..2s is a square of period ;
(b) if r “ 1 and v ď , xr1..v`s has period ;
(c) if r ą 1 and v ă u, xr1..v`s has period ; if moreover v`d ě u, then x is
a repetition of period d;
(d) if r ą 1 and u ď v ď x´u, xr1..u`s, hence x, is a repetition of period d;
(e) if r ą 1 and x´u ă v, where v1 “ v´px´uq, xrv1`1..u`s has period ; if
moreover v1 ď d, then x is a repetition of period d.
Proof (Lemma 7(a)). Let v “ xr1..vs “ xvrx ´ v ` 1..xs, and let u “ xvr1..us,
as shown in Figure 2. Since xv has period u and v ě , ur1..s is a suﬃx of xv
and v. Recalling that v is also a preﬁx of x, we see that xv´ “ vrv ´ ` 1..vsu
has preﬁx pur1..sq2. l
xv´
x v
v xv
ur1..s u ur1..s
ur1..s
Fig. 2. Lemma 7(a)
3 Characterizing the General Case
We are interested in the cases that arise when a square u2 beginning at some
position i in a string overlaps with a second square v2 at position i`k, k ě 0,
to its right.
Lemma 8. Suppose x has preﬁxes u2 and kv2, k ě 0, where x “ maxp2u, k`
2vq, k ď u ă 2v.
(a) k`v ă u ă 2v pk ă minpv´1, u´vqq :
x “ ppezq2 “ peqfqf´e “ peqfprk`1..u´vs,
where p “ ur1..u´vs, e “ k` vu´ v ą 1, z “ vr1..u´pk`vqs, q “ Rkppq, f “
u
u´ v ą 2, f´e ď 1.
(b) k2 `v ď u ď k`v p1 ď u´v ď k ď 2pu´vqq :
x “ pzpeq2 “ pqr1..k`v´uspeq2 “ pkpe´1q2,
where z “ ur1..k`v´us, p “ vr1..u´vs, e “ 1` u´ ku´ v ě 1, q “ Rcppq, c “pu´kq mod pu´vq.
(c) v ă u ă k2 `v pk ą 2pu´vqq :
x “ pqypeq2y,
where p “ vr1..u´ vs, e “ 1` u´ku´v ą 1, q “ Rcppq, c “ pu´ kq mod pu´ vq, y “
vr2u´pk`vq`1..vs. Moreover, both x and kv have border qy.
(d) v “ u pk ě 0q :
v “ Rkpuq.
(e) 2pk` vq3 ď u ă v pk ď 3u2 ´v ă v2 q :
x “ pkpeq2qkp,
where p “ vr1..v´us, e “ u´ kv´ u ą 1, q “ Rcppq, c “ pu´kq mod pv´uq. Both
x and kv have border kp.
(f) k` v2 ă u ă 2pk` vq3 ă v p 3u´ 2v2 ă k ă 2u´v ă uq :
x “ kppekpq2,
where p “ vr1..v´us, e “ u´ kv´ u ą 1.
(g) k ď u ď k` v2 pu2 a preﬁx of kvq :
x “ kppezq2,
where p “ urk`1..usur1..ks, e “ 2u´ ku ě 1, z “ vr2u´k`1..vs.
Proof.
(a) Let z “ urk`v`1..us “ vr1..u´pk`vqs, suﬃx of u and preﬁx of v.
u u
k v v
Observe that
urk`js “ vrjs “ urj´zs, z`1 ď j ď v,
so that ur1..k`vs “ kv has period k`z “ u´v “ p (where p “ ur1..u´vs).
Consequently, we may write x “ ppezq2, where e “ k` vu´ v ą 1 (since k`v ă u).
Noting that v “ urk`1..u´zs, with k ă u´v, we see also that u “ kqf´1z,
where q “ Rkppq,
f “ u
u´v “
v
u´v `1 ą 2.
Hence x “ pezkqf´1z. But zk is a preﬁx of the second copy of v of length p,
and comparing with the ﬁrst copy of v, we see that therefore zk “ Rkppq “
q. Since moreover z “ qg, where
g “ z
u´v “
u
u´v ´
k`v
u´v “ f´e ď 1,
we ﬁnd x “ peqfqf´e, as claimed. (Note that g “ 1 iﬀ k “ 0.) Finally, writ-
ing q “ prk` 1..u´ vspr1..ks and f e´ “ 1´ ku´ v , we ﬁnd that qf´e “ prk` 1..u´ vs.
(b) Let z “ ur1..k`v´us, a possibly empty preﬁx of u and suﬃx of v.
u u
k v v
Observe that
urk`js “ vrjs “ urz`js, 1 ď j ď v´z “ u´k,
where z “ k`v´u ă k. Thus urz`1..us and v have period k´z “ u´v “ p.
Consequently, setting p “ urz`1..ks “ vr1..k´zs, we may write x “ pzpeq2,
where e “ u´ zu´ v ě 1, since z ď v. Noting that
u´z “ u´k´v`u “ pu´vq`pu´kq, (5)
we see that e “ 1` u´ ku´ v .
Since p is a preﬁx of v and z`p “ k, it follows that k “ zp. Thus we can
also write x “ pkpe´1q2.
Finally, setting y “ urk`2v´u`1..us, since zy is a suﬃx of u of length
k`v´u`2pu´vq´k “ u´v “ p,
it follows that zy is a rotation of p. In fact, zy “ q “ Rcppq, where by (5)
c “ pu´zq mod pu´vq “ pu´kq mod pu´vq.
Then z “ qf , where
f “ z
p
“ pk`vq´u
u´v “
k
u´v ´1 ď 1,
so that qf “ qr1..zs and x “ pqr1..k`v´uspeq2, as required.
(c) Let z “ ur1..k`v´us, nonempty preﬁx of u and suﬃx of v.
u u
k v v
As in (b), observe that
urk`js “ vrjs “ urz`js, 1 ď j ď v´z “ u´k,
with z “ k`v´u ă k. Again urz`1..us has period k´z “ u´v “ p, where
p “ urz`1..ks “ vr1..u´vs. However, unlike (b), not v, but only vr1..v´ys,
has period p, where y “ vr2u´pk`vq`1..vs “ vru´z`1..vs and
y “ k`2v´2u “ z´pu´vq “ z´p ă z.
Thus, noting that z ă v and setting
e “ u´z
u´v “
pu´vq`pu´kq
u´v “ 1`
u´k
u´v ą 1,
we can write x “ pzpeq2y. Since urz`1..us has preﬁx p and k “ z`p, we
see that k “ zp; further, since z has suﬃx y and z “ p`y, it follows that
z “ qy for some rotation q of p. In fact, q “ Rcppq, where
c “ pv´yq mod pu´vq “ ppv´zq`pu´vqq mod pu´vq “ pu´kq mod pu´vq.
Noting that k “ qyp, we see that both kv and x have border qy, while
x “ pqypeq2y, as required.
(d) Obvious.
(e) Again let z “ ur1..k`v´us, nonempty preﬁx of u and suﬃx of v.
u u
k v v
Observe that
urk`js “ vrjs “ urz`js, 1 ď j ď u´z,
where z “ k` v´ u ą k. Thus urk` 1..us and vr1..u´ ks have period z´ k “ v´ u “
p. Therefore, setting p “ vr1..z´ks, e “ u´ kv´ u , we can write x “ pkpeq2y,
where y “ vr2u p´k v`q` 1..vs is a suﬃx of v, y “ pk v`´uq` pv´uq “ z`p ą z.
Since z is a suﬃx of y and y z´ “ p, it follows that y “ qz, where q “ Rcppq,
c “ pu´kq mod pv´uq. Similarly, since k is a preﬁx of z and z´k “ p, we see
that z “ kp, hence that y “ qkp. Thus x “ pkpeq2qkp, as claimed, and x
and kv both have border kp.
To see that e ą 1, note that k ă v2 , so that e ą v´ u{2v´ u ą 1.
(f) Let z “ vr1..2u´pk`vqs, nonempty preﬁx of v and suﬃx of u.
u u
k v v
Observe that
urk`js “ vrjs “ urpu´zq`js, 1 ď j ď z.
Thus urk`1..us has period p “ pu´zq´k “ v´u. Consider
y “ vru´k`1..vs “ ur1..pk`vq´us “ ur1..k`ps,
nonempty suﬃx of v and preﬁx of u. Since y has preﬁx k, it follows that
y “ kp, where p “ urk` 1..k` ps. Thus for e “ u´ kv´ u , v “ pekp, x “ kppekpq2,
as stated. Since k`v ă 2u, u´k ą v´u, and so e ą 1.
(g) Let z “ vr2u´k`1..k`vs, suﬃx of v.
u u
k v v
Observe that
vrjs “ urk`js “ vru`k`js, 1 ď j ď u´k,
so that vr1..2u´ks has period p “ u. Then for p “ urk`1..usur1..ks and
e “ 2u´ ku ě 1, v “ pez and x “ kppezq2. l
Case (g) of Lemma 8 is not a true overlap, but is included for completeness. Note
also that cases (b), (c) and (f) require k ą 0, and so do not exist if it is assumed
that u2 and v2 (or v2 and w2) occur at the same position. Overall, it turns out
that analysis of overlapping squares requires breaking down the interval rk, 2vq
for u into seven highly nonuniform subintervals:
”
k,
k`v
2
ı
,
´k`v
2
,
2pk`vq
3
¯
,
”2pk`vq
3
, v
¯
,
”
v
ı
,
´
v,
k
2
v`
¯
,
”k
2
v`, k v`
ı
,
´
k v`, 2v
¯
.
We make the observation that if a third square w2 begins to the right of the
starting position of v2, suﬃciently near to satisfy the postulates of Lemma 8,
then the analysis of the three squares u2,v2,w2 reduces to a simultaneous con-
sideration of two of the lemma’s cases. Thus, for example, the analysis of the
situation shown in Figure 20 of Section 5 would take place in terms of the si-
multaneous occurrence of cases (e) (for u2 and v2) and (b) (for v2 and w2).
Indeed, all cases of three overlapping squares can be represented by pairs rijs,
a ď i, j ď f , referring to the cases (a)-(g) arising in Lemma 8.
4 Subcases 3 & 7 of the NPL
In this section we prove the two remaining subcases of Lemma 3.
4.1 Subcase 3
We ﬁrst deal with the general case valid for all occurrences of Subcase 3, then
go on to identify circumstances in which x is constrained to be a repetition of
small period d “ gcdpu, v, wq.
Lemma 9 (Subcase 3). Suppose that a string x has preﬁxes u2 and v2, 3u{2 ă
v ă 2u, and suppose further that a third square w2, w ‰ u, occurs at position
k`1 of x, where
0 ď k ď u1 ă u1 ` u2 ă w ă v (6)
k ` w ď u (7)
k ` 2w ą u ` u1 (8)
and u1 “ 2u ´ v and u2 “ 2v ´ 3u. Then x “ d1u{d1d1v{d1d1pv´uq{d1 , where
d1 “ gcdpu ´ w, v ´ uq.
Proof. As we have seen (4), the overlap of u2 and v2 forces x “ pu1u2u1u1u2q2,
with u “ u1u2u1. By Lemma 8(a), u “ pez, where z “ wr1 . . u ´ pk ` wqs,
p “ ur1 . . u ´ ws and e “ k`wu´w ą 1.
u1
p1q u2 u1p2q
k w w
pe z
Fig. 3. String u in Subcase 3
We ﬁrst show that if u has period p “ u ´ w, the lemma holds. Note that u
has period u1 ` u2 and
u1 ` u2 ` p “ u ` u1 ` u2 ´ w ă u
since u1`u2 ă w from (6). Therefore, assuming u has period p, u “ xr1 . . us has
period d1 “ gcdpp, u1 `u2q by Lemma 4. It follows that u1u2 “ xru`v`1 . . xs,
a preﬁx of u “ u1u2u1, has period d1 as well. Finally, xru ` 1 . . u ` vs “
u1u2u1u2u1 has period u1 `u2 and preﬁx u of length u ą u1 `u2 with period
d1. Since d1 “ gcdpu ´ w, u1 ` u2q divides u1 ` u2, xru ` 1 . . u ` vs has period
d1 by Lemma 6. Thus the lemma holds assuming u has period p.
Note ﬁrst from (6) and (7) that u1 `u2 ă w ă u, hence that u1 ´ p “
u1´pu´wq ą 0. Then to see that u in fact has period p, consider two cases:
u1 ě k ` w ´ pu1 ` u2q ě p (9)
and
k ` w ´ pu1 ` u2q ă p ă u1. (10)
In the ﬁrst case, the preﬁx kw “ pe of u extends at least p positions into
the suﬃx u1
p2q. Since u1 is a preﬁx of kw, u1 has period p, and therefore u
has a preﬁx and suﬃx of period p which overlap by at least p. Consequently, by
Lemma 5, u has period p.
The second case (10) is more complicated (see Figure 4). Both p and u1 are
preﬁxes of u, so p is a proper preﬁx of u1. Both u1 and z are suﬃxes of u, and
z “ u ´ k ´ w ď p ă u1,
so z is a proper suﬃx of u1. The preﬁx p and the suﬃx z of u1 must overlap
because (10) is equivalent to u1 ă p ` z. Noting that p “ u ´ w “ k ` z so that
p “ kz, we have (Figure 4)
z “ 1t1 “ t1 (11)
and
u1 “ p “ kz “ k1z “ k1t1, (12)
where  and 1 are respectively the proper suﬃx and proper preﬁx of z of length
 “ 1 “ u1 ´ p, and t1 is the border of z of length t1 “ z ´ . Since by (11) z
has border t1, it therefore has period , as does 1z “ 11t1 “ 1t1. Since u1
has period p, p has preﬁx ; p “ kz also has suﬃx , so that p has border .
Observe also that because k `w ´ pu1 ` u2q “ k ` , k1 is the preﬁx of u1 that
overlaps w.
u1
p1q u2 u1p2q
k w w
pe z
k z  t k 1 t1 
p p
Fig. 4. String u in Subcase 3 when (10) holds
Let t be the suﬃx of u1u2 of length t “ t1. Then w has suﬃx tk1 in which
k1 is a preﬁx of u1. Recall u1 “ k1t1 has period p “ k ` t ` . If t “ t1, then
tu1 has period p; moreover, kw “ pe and tu1 share substring tk1 of length p,
so u has period p, as desired. Hence, it will suﬃce to show t “ t1.
From kw “ pe, where e ą 1, a complete copy of p occurs h “ teu times in
kw. Three cases arise based on where in u the hth occurrence of p ends:
(C1) pphq ends inside the suﬃx t of u2.
(C2) pphq ends inside the preﬁx k of u1p2q.
(C3) pphq ends inside the suﬃx 1 of w.
We will see that t “ t1 in each of these cases.
(C1)
u1
p2q
g1 t k 1 t1 
k 1 t1 g p
pphq pr1 . . cs z
Fig. 5. Subcase 3 when (C1) holds
Suppose (C1) holds; that is, pphq ends inside the suﬃx t of u2. We introduce the
gap g “ u1`u2´ph, a measure of the overlap between t and the suﬃx t1 of pphq.
Note that if g “ 0, then t “ t1 immediately. Let g “ trt ´ g ` 1 . . ts “ pr1 . . gs
be the suﬃx of t that follows pphq, and let g1 “ t1r1 . . gs be the preﬁx of t1 that
precedes t. Also, let
c “ pk ` wq mod p “ g ` k ` 
and observe that kw has suﬃx pr1 . . cs “ gk1 “ k1g1.
Thus pr1 . . cs has border k1 and therefore period g. String 1g1 has period 
as a preﬁx of z “ 1t1, and period g as a suﬃx of pr1 . . cs, so by Lemma 4 it has
period gcdpg, q. Then pr1 . . cs has period g and suﬃx 1g1 of period gcdpg, q  g
and length `g ě g, so that by Lemma 6 pr1 . . cs itself has period gcdpg, q. Both
pr1 . . cs and 1z have period  and share substring 1, so pr1 . . csz has period 
by Lemma 5. It also has substring p, so p has period . Because p has border
 as well as period , any power of p has period . It follows that kw “ pe has
period  and, since pr1 . . csz has period  and shares with kw a substring of
length c ą , u has period  by Lemma 5. Recall that u has substring pr1 . . cs of
period gcdpg, q  , so u itself has period gcdpg, q by Lemma 6. Recalling that
t is a suﬃx of t1g and that both are substrings of u, we ﬁnd that t and t1 have
period gcdpg, q and suﬃx g, so t “ t1.
(C2)
g g
u1
p2q
1 t k 1 t1 
pphq pr1 . . cs
p

Fig. 6. Subcase 3 when (C2) holds
Suppose (C2) holds; that is, pphq ends inside the preﬁx k of u1p2q. Let
g “ ph ´ u1 ´ u2
be the overlap of pphq with k, and let g “ kr1 . . gs. Note that if g “ 0, then
t “ t1 immediately. Otherwise, g is a border of p. Let
c “ pk ` wq mod p “ k `  ´ g
and observe that, from the overlap of the suﬃx pr1 . . cs of kw and the preﬁx p
of u1, pr1 . . k`s “ k1 has period g. Also note that since by (12) p “ k1t1 and
since kw “ pe has period p, therefore pphq has suﬃx 1tg. Consider four cases:
0 ă g ă , g “ ,  ă g ď z, and z ă g.
If 0 ă g ă , then since  is a preﬁx of u1,  has period g as a preﬁx of k1.
Recall that  is also a suﬃx of p, so  has border g and period  ´ g. Hence, by
Lemma 4,  has period gcdpg, ´gq “ gcdpg, q. Recall also that 1z has period 
and substring  of period gcdpg, q  , so by Lemma 6, 1z has period gcdpg, q.
Preﬁx 1 of 1z then has period gcdpg, q  g, and since 1 is also a suﬃx of the
string k1 of period g, k1 has period gcdpg, q by Lemma 6. Since 1z and k1
have period gcdpg, q, u1 “ k1z has period gcdpg, q by Lemma 5. Both tg and
t1g are substrings of u1, so t “ t1.
If g “ , then p has suﬃxes t and z “ 1t “ t1, so immediately t “ t1. Note
that k1 and 1z have period g “ , so by Lemma 5, u1 “ k1t1 has period .
If  ă g ď z, then since  is a border of g, g has period g ´ ; it also
has period  as a substring of the suﬃx z of p, and thus by Lemma 4 period
gcdpg, g ´ q “ gcdpg, q. String g is a substring of k1, which as we have seen
has period g, so that by Lemma 6, k1 has period gcdpg, q. Since 1z and k1
have period gcdpg, q, u1 “ k1z has period gcdpg, q by Lemma 5. Both tg and
t1g are substrings of u1, so t “ t1.
If z ă g, then, as shown in Figure 7, the suﬃx z of pphq is a substring of
the preﬁx k of u1, and 
1t is a substring of the preﬁx k of pphq. k also has two
borders g1 and g2: g1 is the border of k of length g1 “ k ´ g resulting from the
overlap of the preﬁx k of u1 with pr1 . . cs “ kr1 . . cs, while g2 is the border of
k of length g2 “ g ´ z resulting from the overlap of the preﬁx k of pphq with
the preﬁx k of u1. We then have k “ g11tg2 “ g21t1g1. Also recall that  is a
preﬁx of p “ kz, so that either  is a preﬁx of g1 or g1 is a preﬁx of .
g g1
u1
p2q
g1 1 t k 1 t1 
k z kr1 . . cs z
pphq pr1 . . cs k
g2
Fig. 7. Subcase 3 when (C2) holds and z ă g
If g1 “ g2, then t “ t1 immediately. If g1 ‰ g2, then several cases arise:
1. g1 ă g2
Let g1 “ g2 “ g2 ´ g1, let g1 be the preﬁx of g2 such that g2 “ g1g1, and let
g2 be the suﬃx of g2 such that g2 “ g1g2. Observe that g1 is a border of
g2, so g2 has period g
1.
(a) g1 ď z

k 1
g1 1 t g2
g2 z g1
g2 g1 
1
Fig. 8. Subcase 3 when (C2) holds, z ă g, and g1 ă g2
The demonstration requires several steps:
‚ g1 has period  as a suﬃx of z; it also has border  and period g1,
so by Lemma 4, g1 has period gcdpg1, q.
‚ z has period  and suﬃx g1 of period gcdpg1, q  , so by Lemma
6, z has period gcdpg1, q.
‚ g2 has period g1 and preﬁx g1 of period gcdpg1, q  g1, so by Lemma
6, g2 has period gcdpg1, q.
‚ z and g2 have period gcdpg1, q and share substring g1, so by Lemma
5, zg1 has period gcdpg1, q.
‚ g21 has border 1 and period g1 “ g2; it also has preﬁx g2 which,
as a suﬃx of g2, has period gcdpg1, q  g1, so by Lemma 6, g21 has
period gcdpg1, q.
‚ g2 and g21 have period gcdpg1, q and share substring g2, so by
Lemma 5, g2
1 has period gcdpg1, q.
‚ g21 and zg1 have period gcdpg1, q and share substring 1, so by
Lemma 5, k “ g2zg1 has period gcdpg1, q.
Since 1t and 1t1 are substrings of k, therefore t “ t1.
Note that g2z has period gcdpg1, q, so that k “ g11tg1g2 and g2z
have period gcdpg1, q and share substring g2, so by Lemma 5, u1 “ kz
has period gcdpg1, q.
(b) g1 ą z
k has period k ´ g2 “ g1 ` z, so k has a preﬁx g11tg12 “ g12zg1, where
g12 is a preﬁx of g2 and |g12´g1| ď z, so one of cases 1(a) and 2(a) applies.
2. g1 ą g2
Let g1 “ g1 ´ g2, and let g1 be the suﬃx of g1 such that g1 “ g2g1. Observe
that g2 is a border of g1, so g1 and g2 have period g
1.
(a) g1 ď z (Figures 9 & 10)
g1 
k 1
g1 1 t g2
g2 1 t1 g1
z 
Fig. 9. Subcase 3 when (C2) holds, z ă g, g1 ą g2, and g1 ď 
Again several steps are required:
‚ g11 has period  as a preﬁx of z and also shares preﬁx 1 with z,
so it has border 1 and period g1.
‚ g11 has periods  and g1, so by Lemma 4, g11 has period gcdpg1, q.
‚ g1 has period g1 and suﬃx g1 of period gcdpg1, q  g1, so by Lemma
6, g1 has period gcdpg1, q.
‚ z has period  and preﬁx g1 of period gcdpg1, q  , so again by
Lemma 6, z has period gcdpg1, q.
‚ z and g1 have period gcdpg1, q and share a substring of length at
least minpg1, q, so by Lemma 5, zg1 has period gcdpg1, q.
Since 1t and 1t1 are substrings of zg1, therefore t “ t1.
Note that g1 and zg1 have period gcdpg1, q and share substring g1, so
by Lemma 5, k “ g2zg1 has period gcdpg1, q. g1z then has period
gcdpg1, q, so that k “ g2zg2g1 and g1z have period gcdpg1, q and share
substring g1, so by Lemma 5, u1 “ kz has period gcdpg1, q.
g1 
k 1
g1 1 t g2
g2 1 t1 g1
z 
Fig. 10. Subcase 3 when (C2) holds, z ă g, g1 ą g2, and  ă g1 ď z
(b) g1 ą z
k has period k ´ g1 “ g2 ` z, so k has a preﬁx g2zg11 “ g111tg2, where
g11 is a preﬁx of g1 and |g11´g2| ď z, so one of cases 1(a) and 2(a) applies.
(C3)
u1
p2q
k 1 t1 
g t p g
pphq g

Fig. 11. Subcase 3 when (C3) holds
Suppose (C3) holds; that is, pphq ends inside the suﬃx 1 of w. Let g “ k`w´ph
and let g “ 1r´ g ` 1 . . s be the suﬃx of 1 that follows pphq. Because kw (of
which 1 is a suﬃx) has period p, g is a preﬁx of p. Recall that  is a preﬁx of
p, so g is also a preﬁx of . From pphq and the occurrence of p that preﬁxes u1,
we have
p “ gtkp1r1 . .  ´ gsq “ kp1r1 . .  ´ gsqgt1
and p has period t`g.
Consider the string 1t1g, which occurs near the end of u1 as a preﬁx of
1t1 “ 1z. As a substring of 1z “ 11t1, it has period . Since p has period
t ` g and suﬃxes 1t1 and gt1, 1t1g also has period t ` g. 1t1g has periods
t ` g and , so by Lemma 4, it has period gcdpt ` g, q. Now p has period t ` g
and suﬃx gt1 of period gcdpt ` g, q  t ` g, so p itself has period gcdpt ` g, q.
Because p has border  as well as period gcdpt` g, q, any power of p has period
gcdpt ` g, q. Thus kw “ pe has period gcdpt ` g, q and, since 1z has period
gcdpt`g, q and shares with kw a substring of length , u has period gcdpt`g, q
by Lemma 5. Since t and t1 are substrings of u, therefore t “ t1.
This completes the proof of Subcase 3. l
Lemma 10. Suppose the conditions of Subcase 3 hold (Lemma 9). Then x “
dx{d, except possibly for
1. k`2w ě v or
2. k`2w ă v and
(a) v´u “ hpu´wq or
(b) v´u “ ph´ 12 qpu´wq,
where d “ gcdpu, v, wq and h “ X k`wu´w
\
.
Proof. Note ﬁrst that conditions 1 and 2 are simply reformulations of inequalities
(9) and (10), respectively, found at the beginning of the proof of Lemma 9, where
v´u and u´w replace u1`u2 and p, respectively. These inequalities constitute
the two main cases considered in the proof, and so the result holds for condition
1.
Condition 2 however breaks down into cases (C1)-(C3). For both (C1) and
(C3), it is shown that u1 has period  (all symbols used as deﬁned in the proof of
Lemma 9). The same is true also for the various subcases of (C2), except when
(a1) the gap g “ 0 or
(b1) z ă g and g1 “ g2.
In all other cases, it is shown that u1 “ kz “ p has period . Then, by Lemma
9, u “ u1u2u1 has period d1 “ gcdpp, u1 `u2q. Hence p is a suﬃx of u1, thus a
border of u. Therefore u2 has period d1, as well as period u, so that by Lemma
4, u2 has period gcdpu, d1q “ gcdpu, gcdpu ´ w, v ´ uqq “ gcdpu, v, wq “ d. This
periodicity clearly extends to all of x.
Next observe that in the proof of Lemma 9, g “ u1 `u2 ´ph, so that the
condition g “ 0 given in (a1) converts to the condition of (a) using the indicated
substitutions for u1`u2 and p. Again from the proof of Lemma 9, we ﬁnd that
when z ă g, g1 “ k´g, g2 “ g´z, from which we conclude that p “ k`z “ 2g
in (b1). This in turn implies that h copies of p (2h copies of g) cover u1u2g of
length v´u`g, from which (b) follows. l
4.2 Subcase 7
Here we give results for Subcase 7 corresponding to those for Subcase 3:
Lemma 11 (Subcase 7). Suppose that a string x has preﬁxes u2 and v2,
3u{2 ă v ă 2u, and suppose further that a third square w2, w ‰ u, occurs at
position k`1 of x, where
u1 ă k ă u1 ` u2 ă w ă v (13)
k ` w ď u ` u1 (14)
k ` 2w ď 2u (15)
and u1 “ 2u ´ v and u2 “ 2v ´ 3u. Then x “ d1u{d1d1v{d1d1pv´uq{d1 , where
d1 “ gcdpu ´ w, v ´ uq.
Proof. As we have seen (4), the overlap of u2 and v2 forces x “ pu1u2u1u1u2q2,
with u “ u1u2u1. By Lemma 8(b), u “ zpe, where z “ ur1 . . k ` w ´ us,
p “ wr1 . . u ´ ws, and e “ 1 ` u´ku´w . See Figure 12.
u1
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Fig. 12. String uu1 in Subcase 7
We ﬁrst show that if u has period p “ u ´ w, the lemma holds. Note that u
has period u1 ` u2 and
u1 ` u2 ` p “ u ` u1 ` u2 ´ w ă u
since u1 ` u2 ă w from (13). Assuming u has period p, u “ xr1 . . us has period
d1 “ gcdpp, u1`u2q by Lemma 4. It follows that u1u2 “ xru`v`1 . . xs, a preﬁx
of u “ u1u2u1, has period d1 as well. Finally, xru` 1 . . u` vs “ u1u2u1u2u1
has period u1 ` u2 and preﬁx u of length u ą u1 ` u2 with period d1. Since
d1 “ gcdpu´w, u1`u2q divides u1`u2, xru`1 . . u`vs has period d1 by Lemma
6. Thus the lemma holds assuming u has period p.
We now embark on a demonstration that u has period p. Notice (Figure 12)
that u1u2, k, and zp are preﬁxes of u. Given that z “ k´p, that k P pu1, u1`u2q
by (13), and that z ď u1 by (14), we have
k “ zp “ zrt “ u1t, (16)
where r “ u1rz ` 1, u1s, and t “ u2r1 . . k ´ u1s.
Observe that
z´p “ pk`w´uq ´ pu´wq “ k ´ p2u´2wq ď 0
by (15), so that p ě z. Also, by (13)
z “ k`w´u ą k`u1`u2´u “ k´u1 ą 0,
so that in fact z ě 2. Note further from (13) that
p “ u´w ă u ´ pu1`u2q “ u1,
while from (15) and (13),
p “ u´w ě k{2 ą u1{2. (17)
Thus u1{2 ă k{2 ď p ă u1. Putting these inequalities together, we ﬁnd
2 ď z ď p ă u1 “ z`r, (18)
from which we conclude that r ą 0.
Also, since
z ď p “ r`t ă u1 “ r`z,
and recalling from (13) that t “ k´u1 ą 0, we see that 0 ă t ă z, where since
k “ z`p ě 2z, z ď k{2. Hence
0 ă t ă z ď k{2 ď p ă u1.
Let t1 be the preﬁx of z of length t. Since t1 “ t ă z and u1z is a suﬃx of wp1q,
there exists within w a complete occurrence of u1t
1.
Since wp1q has preﬁx p, so also does wp2q, with p “ rt. Furthermore k “
zrt “ zp, so that p is a suﬃx of k with nonempty preﬁx r that is a suﬃx of u1.
Since u1 is a proper substring of w
p1q and p ă u1, it follows that u1 has period
p. In fact, the string
u1 “ Rzpuq “ pez “ pw “ ru2u1z
has period p. Then u1 “ zr, rz and u1z “ zrz all have period p.
Again by the periodicity of u1, there exists a possibly empty y1 such that
p1 “ zy1 is a preﬁx of u1, and a y, with y “ y1 “ p´z, such that p2 “ zy is a
suﬃx of u1, where p1 and p2 are both rotations of p.
Now consider u1z, a suﬃx of u
1 with period p: this string has preﬁx zy1z
and suﬃx zyz which overlap each other by
pˆ “ u1`z´2u1`2p “ p`pp`zq´u1 ą p
positions. We may therefore conclude that all substrings of length p in zy1z and
zyz are rotations of each other. Then u1 and Rzpu1q both have period p, and so,
since  “ u1´p “ z´t ă z, we can apply Lemma 7(a) (with px, v, uq „ pu1, z, pq)
to conclude that Rtpu1qr1..2pz´tqs is a square of period . Thus we may write
u1 “ t12 ¨ ¨ ¨ , where t1 “ z. In fact, since p “ z`y “ u1´, so that u1 “ z``y,
we ﬁnd that u1 “ t12y with z “ t1, r “ y and p “ yt.
Since u1 “ pw has period p, w is a preﬁx of u1. As we see from Figure 12,
this preﬁx w ends distance r`t “ `y`t1 “ y`t1 ` before the end of wp1q,
from which we conclude that w has suﬃx t1 as well as suﬃx z “ t1. Thus t1
is a border of z. Now let 1 be the preﬁx of z of length , so that z “ t1 “ 1t1
has period . Note further that since w has suﬃx yz, which in turn has suﬃx
t1 “ 1t1, therefore 1 is a suﬃx of y.
Assume t “ t1. Then k “ zrt “ zrt1 occurs in w, and as w has period p,
so does k. u then has preﬁx k “ zp and suﬃx pe both of period p and both
including p, so by Lemma 5, u has period p, as desired. Hence it will suﬃce to
show t “ t1.
From (18) it follows that a complete copy of p occurs h ě 2 times in u1.
Several cases arise, based on the position of the suﬃx t of the hth occurrence of
p:
(C1) t ends inside the preﬁx z of u1
p3q
(C2) t is a substring of the suﬃx y of u1
p2q, but t is not.
(C3) t is a substring of the suﬃx y of u1
p2q.
(C4) t begins to the left of the suﬃx y of u1
p2q and ends inside y.
We will see t “ t1 in all of these cases.
(C1)
q1 q2
u1
p2q u1p3q
z  y z  y
 y t
pphq
1 g
1
Fig. 13. Subcase 7 when (C1) holds and g ą 0
Suppose ﬁrst that (C1) holds, and write z “ q1q2, where q1 is a nonempty suﬃx
of p and, by the periodicity of u1, q2 is a preﬁx of p.
We have shown that u1 “ phq2, where p “ yt, and so u1 “ ph´1pyqptqq2.
As in the proof of Lemma 9, we introduce the gap g “ q1´t, a measure of the
overlap between the preﬁx q1 of u1
p3q and the suﬃx t of pphq. If g ě 0, then t
is a substring of z; otherwise, t ends inside z but begins before it. Note that if
g “ 0, then q1 “ t “ t1 and the remainder of the proof follows.
Suppose then that g ą 0 (Figure 13), so that q1 “ gt for some string g of
length g. In this case, note that 1t and 1t1 are substrings of 1z “ 11t1, as we
have seen of period , and so both these strings also have period , implying that
t “ t1, as required.
We now show further that for g ą 0, u1 has period gcdpg, q. Since t is a
substring of z “ t1, g ď . Therefore, since y is a suﬃx of u1 and p “ yt,
y and  both have period g, as does 1, since it is a suﬃx of y. Observe that
1g has period  as a preﬁx of 1z, as well as period g as a suﬃx of y, so that
by Lemma 4, 1g has period gcdpg, q. z then has period  and a substring 1
of period gcdpg, q  , so by Lemma 6, z has period gcdpg, q. y has period g
and suﬃx g of period gcdpg, q, so by Lemma 6, it has period gcdpg, q. z and
y have period gcdpg, q and share substring , so by Lemma 5, u1 “ zy has
period gcdpg, q.
Suppose next that g ă 0, so that t “ gq1 for some string g of length |g|,
as shown in Figure 14. Again y and  both have period |g|. If |g| ď , then
t is a substring of 1z, so t “ t1. However, when g ă 0, it is possible that
|g| ą . In general, let g1 be the suﬃx of z of length |g|. The suﬃx q2 “ g1 of
z has border  and thus period q2 ´  “ |g|. It also has period  as a suﬃx of
z, so by Lemma 4, it has period gcdpg, q. 1z then has period  and suﬃx g1
of period gcdpg, q  , so that by Lemma 6, 1z has period gcdpg, q. Also by
Lemma 6, y has period gcdpg, q since it has period |g| and, by the periodicity
of u1, substring g1 of period gcdpg, q  |g|. Both y and 1z have period gcdpg, q
and share substring 1, so that by Lemma 5, yz has period gcdpg, q. Since t
and t1 are both substrings of yz, therefore again t “ t1.
Note ﬁnally that since z and y both have period gcdpg, q and share sub-
string , therefore by Lemma 5, u1 “ zy again has period gcdpg, q, as it did
also for g ą 0.
q1 q2
u1
p2q u1p3q
z  y z  y
 y t  g1
pphq 
1 g
1
Fig. 14. Subcase 7 when (C1) holds and g ă 0
(C2)
1
u2 u1
p2q u1p3q
z  y z  y
 y t  y
pphq g1 g
Fig. 15. Subcase 7 when (C2) holds
Suppose (C2) holds; that is, t is a substring of y and ends within distance  of
the end of y. By the periodicity of u1, a preﬁx of p “ yt follows pphq. Let g
be the suﬃx of  that overlaps u1
p3q, and let g1 be the possibly empty preﬁx
of  such that  “ g1g. y has period t ` g1 because the suﬃx y of u1p2q and
the preﬁx y of pphq are oﬀset by length t ` g1. g1z is a preﬁx of y since, by
assumption, y ě t ` g1 “ z ´ g.
g1z has period t ` g1 as a preﬁx of y and period  as a suﬃx of 1z, so by
lemma 4 it has period gcdpt ` g1, q. Thus y has period t ` g1, and a preﬁx g1z
of period gcdpt` g1, q  t` g1, so y has period gcdpt` g1, q by Lemma 6. Since
z has period  and preﬁx z of period gcdpt ` g1, q  , therefore by Lemma
6, z has period gcdpt ` g1, q. z and y have period gcdpt ` g1, q and share
substring , so by Lemma 5, u1 “ zy has period gcdpt` g1, q. Remarking that
1t and 1t1 are both substrings of u1, we again conclude that t “ t1.
(C3)
t1
u2 u1
p2q u1p3q
z  y z  y
 y t  y
pphq g2
g2 z g1
Fig. 16. Subcase 7 when (C3) holds
Suppose (C3) holds; that is, t is a substring of y. In this case, z “ t1 is also a
substring of y because y ě t`  and the preﬁx y of pphq ends at least z and at
most y positions from the end of u1
p2q “ 1t1y.
Let g1 and g2 be the (possibly empty) substrings of y immediately before
and after t such that y “ g1tg2. Since u1z has period p, g1 and g2 are borders
of y such that y “ g1tg2 “ g2t1g1.
Recall that 1 is a suﬃx of y, so 1 is a suﬃx of g2. Since the preﬁx g2 of
p occurs before the substring z of y, 1 also occurs before z.
If g1 “ g2, then t and t1 occur at the same positions in two copies of y, so
that t “ t1. If g1 ‰ g2, several cases arise:
1. g1 ă g2 (g “ g2´g1)
Let g “ g2 ´ g1, and let g be the nonempty preﬁx of g2 such that g2 “ gg1.
g1 is a border of g2, so that g2 has period g.
(a) g ď z

 y
g1 t  g2
g2 z g1
1 g
Fig. 17. Subcase 7 when (C3) holds, g1 ă g2, and g ď z
The proof requires several steps:
‚ As a suﬃx of 1z, g has period  and suﬃx , hence border  and
period g, therefore by Lemma 4 period gcdpg, q.
‚ Then 1z has period  and a suﬃx g of period gcdpg, q  , so by
Lemma 6, 1z has period gcdpg, q.
‚ Since g2 has period g and preﬁx g of period gcdpg, q  g, therefore
by Lemma 6, g2 has period gcdpg, q.
‚ Since preﬁx g2 of y and 1z have period gcdpg, q and share substring
1, therefore g2z has period gcdpg, q by Lemma 5.
‚ Thus t and t1 both have period gcdpg, q as substrings of g2z,
implying that t “ t1.
Note that g2z and g2 have period gcdpg, q and share substring g, so
that by Lemma 5, y “ g2zg1 has period gcdpg, q. Since g2 has period
gcdpg, q as a substring of y, and since g2 is a preﬁx of y, therefore by
Lemma 5, y has period gcdpg, q. z “ 1z and y have period gcdpg, q
and share substring , so by Lemma 5, u1 “ zy has period gcdpg, q.
(b) g ą z
y has period y ´ g2 “ z ` g1, so y has a preﬁx g1tg12 “ g12zg1, where
g12 is a preﬁx of g2 and |g12´g1| ď z, so one of cases 1(a) and 2(a) applies.
2. g1 ą g2 (g “ g1´g2q
Let g “ g1 “ g1 ´ g2, let g be the nonempty suﬃx of g1 such that g1 “ g2g,
and let g1 be the nonempty preﬁx of g1 such that g1 “ g1g2. Since g2 is a
border of g1, therefore g1 and g2 have period g “ g1.
(a) g ď z
1
y
g1 t  g2
g2 z g1
1 g g1

Fig. 18. Subcase 7 when (C3) holds, g1 ą g2 and g ď z
Again there are several steps:
‚ 1g has period  as a preﬁx of 1z and shares suﬃx 1 with g1;
accordingly, 1g has border 1 and period g, hence periods g and ,
thus by Lemma 4 period gcdpg, q.
‚ 1z has period  and preﬁx 1g of period gcdpg, q  , hence by
Lemma 6, it also has period gcdpg, q.
‚ g1 has period g and suﬃx g of period gcdpg, q  g, so again by
Lemma 6, it also has period gcdpg, q.
‚ g1 and 1z have period gcdpg, q and share substring g, so that by
Lemma 5, g2z has period gcdpg, q.
‚ Preﬁx g1 of g1 shares suﬃx  with t, so g1 has border  and
period g. Moreover g1 has suﬃx g1 which, as a preﬁx of g1, has
period gcdpg, q  g, implying that g1 also has period gcdpg, q by
Lemma 6.
‚ g2z and g1 have period gcdpg, q and share substring , so by Lemma
5, g2zg
1 has period gcdpg, q.
‚ Then g2zg1 and g1 have period gcdpg, q and share substring g1, so
that by Lemma 5 the entire string y “ g2zg1 has period gcdpg, q.
‚ Therefore t and t1 both have period gcdpg, q as substrings of y,
so that t “ t1, as required.
Since, as a substring of y, g1 has period gcdpg, q, and since g1 is also a
preﬁx of y, it follows from Lemma 5 that y has period gcdpg, q. Note
then that z “ 1z and y have period gcdpg, q and share substring ,
so that by Lemma 5 u1 “ zy has period gcdpg, q.
(b) g ą z
y has period y ´ g1 “ g2 ` z, so y has a preﬁx g2zg11 “ g11tg2, where
g11 is a preﬁx of g1 and |g11 ´ g2| ď z, so one cases 1(a) and 2(a) applies.
(C4)
u2 u1
p2q u1p3q
z  y z  y
 y t  y
pphq 1 1 g1
g
Fig. 19. Subcase 7 when (C4) holds
Suppose (C4) holds; that is, t begins to the left of y and ends inside it. Let g be
the suﬃx of t that is also a preﬁx of y. Let g1 be the suﬃx of y of length g1 “ g.
By the periodicity of u1, a copy of y follows t, extending  ` g positions into
u1
p3q. 1 is a suﬃx of y, so 11g1 is a suﬃx of y.
The suﬃx y of u1
p2q and the occurrence of y that follows t are oﬀset by
length ` g, so y has period ` g. Since 11g1 has period ` g as a suﬃx of y
and period  as a preﬁx of 1z, it therefore has period gcdp ` g, q “ gcdpg, q
by Lemma 4. y has period  ` g and suﬃx 11g1 of period gcdpg, q   ` g,
implying that it has period gcdpg, q by Lemma 6. z has period  and substring
 of period gcdpg, q  , so by Lemma 6, it has period gcdpg, q. z and y have
period gcdpg, q and share substring , so by Lemma 5, u1 “ zy has period
gcdpg, q. Since t and t1 are substrings of u1, we conclude ﬁnally that t “ t1.
This completes the proof of Subcase 7. l
Lemma 12. Suppose the conditions of Subcase 7 hold (Lemma 11). Then x “
dx{d, except possibly for
(a) v´u “ ph´1qpu´wq or
(b) v´u “ ph´ 12 qpu´wq,
where d “ gcdpu, v, wq and h “ Xup
\
.
Proof. (All symbols used as deﬁned in the proof of Lemma 11; refer to Figure 12.)
Notice that in the proof of the lemma, u1 has period  in all cases except when
(a1) (C1) holds and g “ 0 or
(b1) (C3) holds and g1 “ g2.
Suppose then that u1 “ zr “ zy does indeed have period . Since z “ 1t1 is
a preﬁx of u1, it follows that t
1r “ t1y is a suﬃx of u1. Since u1 has period ,
r “ y has preﬁx y, and so u1 has border t1y of length p “ t``y, as therefore
u does also. By Lemma 11, u has period p, so that by Lemma 9, u “ u1u2u1
has period d1 “ gcdpp, u1 `u2q “ gcdpu´w, v´uq. Since u has a border of length
p, it follows that u2 also has period d1, as well as period u, so that by Lemma
4, u2 has period gcdpu, d1q “ gcdpu, gcdpu ´ w, v ´ uqq “ gcdpu, v, wq “ d. This
periodicity clearly extends to all of x.
Now consider the exceptional cases. For (a1), recall that in (C1) the gap g
is the diﬀerence between the two preﬁxes of x, zph and u, where p “ u´w, so
that g “ 0 implies hp`z “ u`t. Substituting z “ k`w´u, t “ k´u1 yields
hpu´wq “ u´k`pu´wq`k´u1,
from which, with a little manipulation, (a) follows. For (b1), from Figure 16
g1 “ g2 in (C3) implies
z`ph´t´pu1`u2`z`q “ u´pz`ph`q,
which since z “ `t and  “ u1´p becomes
2ph “ u`u1`u2´u1`p.
A bit more manipulation yields (b), completing the proof. l
5 General Case [eb]
In this section we present a sample lemma that considers three squares occurring
close to each other, but with no two of them necessarily at the same position.
u u
v v
w w
k1
k2
Fig. 20. u2 overlapping v2 (case (e)) that in turn overlaps w2 (case (b)): what is the
combined eﬀect?
According to our computational experiments, the following lemma applies
to about three-quarters of cases in which the maximum alphabet size σ “
gcdpu, v, wq. Figure 20 illustrates case rebs.
Lemma 13. In case rebs, if k2 ď 2u ´ v ´ k1 ` d1, then x has period d, where
d “ gcdpu, v, wq and d1 “ gcdpv ´ u, v ´ wq “ gcdpu´w, v´wq.
Proof. We use subscripts 1 to identify variables for u and v, subscripts 2 for
those of v and w. Observe then that for e1 ą 1, e2 ě 1,
v “ p1e1k1p1 “ z2p2e2 ,
where the variables subscripted 1 relate to case (e) of Lemma 8, those subscripted
2 to case (b). The substring v
1 “ vrz2`1, v´k1´p1s has two periods, p1 “ v´u
and p2 “ v ´ w. To apply the Periodicity Lemma [11], we must have
p1 ` p2 ´ gcdpp1, p2q ď v ´ k1 ´ p1 ´ z2
k2 ď 2u ´ v ´ k1 ` d1
Thus if k2 ď 2u´v´k1 `d1, then v1 has period d1. Moreover, v has a preﬁx
of period p1 that includes v
1, as well as a suﬃx of period p2 that includes v1, so
v itself has period d1. Since p1 is a border of v, v is a repetition of period d1.
Because u is a substring of v2, u has period d1. Therefore x has preﬁx u and
suﬃx v2 both of period d1 that include vr1..u ´ k1s. In case (e), 2pk1`vq3 ď u
which implies d1 ď u ´ k1, so x has period d1. The substrings u2 and w2 then
have periods gcdpd1, uq and gcdpd1, wq, respectively, and so x itself has those
periods. Finally, x has period gcdpd1, u, wq “ d. l
The preceding lemma is a sample of the combinatorial information that may
be obtained from considering all cases [ij] as speciﬁed above. To date, all the
results given for the NPL in [9, 10, 30, 21, 13] deal only with the special cases
rijs, i “ a, d, that arise for k1 “ 0.
6 Commentary & Future Research
The proofs of Lemmas 3 and 8 may, as indicated in the Introduction, open the
way for new and more combinatorially sophisticated approaches to the bounding
of the number of runs in any string of given length. Of course it would be highly
desirable to ﬁnd an approach to this lemma that would permit a much simpliﬁed
and more suggestive proof.
In addition, much work remains to be done to state and prove results such
as Lemma 13. In proving the results of [21], it turned out to be very helpful to
look at the results of computer simulations for small values of k, u, v, w. It seems
that similar techniques can proﬁtably be used to generate conjectures for the
cases rijs of three overlapping squares that arise from Lemma 8.
More generally, once the combinatorics of overlapping squares is well under-
stood, it may well be possible to begin to design an algorithmic approach to the
computation of runs that handles the various cases that arise without the need
for elaborate preprocessing. This would for the ﬁrst time permit direct analysis
and computation of the local periodicities of a string in a manner consistent with
their sparseness of occurrence.
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